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Kaon production in pion-nucleon collisions in nuclear matter is studied in the resonance model. To evaluate
the in-medium modification of the reaction amplitude as a function of the baryonic density we introduce
relativistic, mean-field potentials for the initial, final, and intermediate mesonic and baryonic states. These
vector and scalar potentials were calculated using the quark-meson coupling model. The in-medium kaon
production cross sections in pion-nucleon interactions for reaction channels with L and S hyperons in the final
state were calculated at the baryonic densities appropriate to relativistic heavy ion collisions. Contrary to
earlier work which has not allowed for the change of the cross section in-medium, we find that the data for
kaon production are consistent with a repulsive K1-nucleus potential.
PACS number~s!: 24.10.Jv, 25.40.2h, 25.60.Dz, 25.70.EfI. INTRODUCTION
The properties of kaons in nuclear matter have recently
attracted enormous interest because of their capacity to sig-
nal chiral symmetry restoration or give information on the
possibility of kaon condensation in neutron stars @1–4#. Stud-
ies with a variety of models @5–8# indicate that the antikaon
potential is attractive while the kaons feel a repulsive poten-
tial in nuclear matter. The results from kaonic atoms @9,10#,
as well as an analysis @11–15# of the K2 production from
heavy ion collisions @16–20#, are in reasonable agreement
with the former expectation for antikaons. However, the
analysis of available data on K1 production from heavy ion
collisions at SIS energies @18–21# contradicts the predictions
that the kaon potential is repulsive. The comparison between
the heavy ion calculations and the data @13–15,21,22# indi-
cates that the K1-meson spectra are best described by ne-
glecting any in-medium modification of the kaon properties.
Furthermore, the introduction of even a weakly repulsive
K1-nucleus potential results in a substantial underestimate of
the experimental data on kaon production.
Since in heavy ion collisions at SIS energies @16–20# the
K1-mesons are predominantly produced by secondary pions,
we investigate the kaon production reactions, p1N→Y
1K (Y5L ,S hyperons!, in nuclear matter. To be specific,
we combine earlier studies of kaon production in free space
with a very successful, relativistic mean-field description of
nuclear systems ~QMC!. All parameters are fixed by earlier
studies and the effects of the medium on the reaction cross
sections are calculated for the first time. The result is impres-
sive in that the medium effects explain the nuclear produc-
tion data, without any adjustment of the parameters deter-
mined elsewhere, including the standard repulsive kaon-
nucleus interaction.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the vector and scalar potentials for mesons and baryons in-
volved in the calculations of the p1N→Y1K amplitudes.
We explain in Sec. III the resonance model which is used to
calculate the cross sections, p1N→Y1K . The strangeness
production threshold in nuclear matter and its dependence on0556-2813/2000/62~6!/064904~11!/$15.00 62 0649the baryon density is discussed in Sec. IV. The cross sections
of kaon production in p1N collisions in vacuum and in
nuclear matter at different densities are then evaluated and
shown in Sec. V for the p21p→L1K0 reaction and in
Sec. VI for the p1N→S1K reactions. The impact of our
results on heavy ion collisions is discussed in Sec. VII. Fi-
nally, the summary and conclusions are given in Sec. VIII.
II. MEAN-FIELD POTENTIALS FOR MESONS
AND BARYONS
In the present study, we use the quark-meson coupling
~QMC! model @23#, which has been successfully applied not
only to the problems of conventional nuclear physics @24,25#
but also to the studies of meson and hyperon properties in a
nuclear medium @7,26–35#. A detailed description of the La-
grangian density and the mean-field equations are given in
Refs. @7,24–28,31#. The Dirac equations for the quarks and
antiquarks in the hadron bags (q5u ,u¯ ,d or d¯ , hereafter!,
neglecting the Coulomb force, are given by
F ig]x2~mq2Vsq !7g0S Vvq 1 12 VrqD G S cu~x !cu¯~x !D 50, ~1!
F ig]x2~mq2Vsq !7g0S Vvq 2 12 VrqD G S cd~x !cd¯~x !D 50, ~2!
@ ig]x2ms#cs~x ! @or cs¯~x !#50. ~3!
The mean-field potentials for a bag in nuclear matter are
defined by Vs
q 5gs
q s , Vv
q 5gv
q v , and Vr
q5gr






q the corresponding quark-meson coupling constants.
The normalized, static solution for the ground state quarks
or antiquarks in the hadron, h, may be written as @7,26–28#
c f~x !5N fe2ie f t/Rh*c f~x!, ~4!©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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normalization factor and corresponding spin and spatial part
of the wave function. The bag radius in medium, Rh* , which
generally depends on the hadron species to which the quarks
and antiquarks belong, will be determined through the stabil-
ity condition for the ~in-medium! mass of the meson against
the variation of the bag radius @7,24–27,31# @see also Eq.
~9!#. The eigenenergies, e f , in Eq. ~4! in units of 1/Rh* , are
given by
S eueu¯ D 5Vq*6Rh*S Vvq 1 12 VrqD , ~5!
S eded¯ D 5Vq*6Rh*S Vvq 2 12 VrqD , ~6!
es5es¯5Vs , ~7!
where Vq*5Axq21(Rh*mq*)2, with mq*5mq2gsq s and Vs
5Axs21(Rh*ms)2. The bag eigenfrequencies, xq and xs , are
determined by the usual, linear boundary condition @24,25#.
Note that the lowest eigenenergy for the Dirac equation
~Hamiltonian! for the quark, which is positive, can be re-
garded as the analog of a constituent quark mass.
The hadron masses in symmetric nuclear matter relevant













In Eq. ~8!, nq (nq¯) and ns (ns¯) are the lowest mode light
quark ~antiquark! and strange ~antistrange! quark numbers in
the hadron h, respectively, and the zh parametrize the sum of
the center-of-mass and gluon fluctuation effects, and are as-
sumed to be independent of density. The parameters are de-
termined in free space to reproduce their physical masses.
In this study we chose the values mq55 MeV and ms
5250 MeV for the current quark masses, and RN50.8 fm
for the bag radius of the nucleon in free space. Other input
parameters and some of the quantities calculated are given in
Refs. @24–28#. We stress that while the model has a number







justed to fit nuclear data—namely the saturation energy and
density of symmetric nuclear matter and the bulk symmetry
energy. None of the results for nuclear properties depend
strongly on the choice of the other parameters—for example,
the relatively weak dependence of the final results for the
properties of finite nuclei, on the chosen values of the current
quark mass and bag radius, is shown explicitly in Refs.
@24,25#. Exactly the same coupling constants, gsq , gvq , and
gr
q
, are used for the light quarks in the mesons and hyperons
as in the nucleon. However, in studies of the kaon system,
we found that it was phenomenologically necessary to in-
crease the strength of the vector coupling to the nonstrange06490quarks in the K1 ~by a factor of 1.42) in order to repro-
duce the empirically extracted K1-nucleus interaction
@6–8,36,37#, which is slightly repulsive if one wants to be
consistent with the K1N scattering length, and the corre-
sponding value at rB50.16 fm23 is estimated to be about 20
MeV @37#. Thus we will use the stronger vector potential,
1.42Vv
q
, for the K1 meson in this study. Calculated mean-
field potential felt by K1 meson, using 1.42Vv
q
, is shown in
Fig. 2. Through Eqs. ~1!–~9! and usual QMC formalism
@7,24–28,31# we self-consistently calculate effective masses
mh* and mean-field potentials Vs ,v ,r
q in symmetric nuclear
matter. The scalar (Ush) and vector (Uvh) potentials felt by








q →1.42Vvq for K1!.
~11!
In Eq. ~11!, I3 is the third component of isospin projection
of the hadron h and the r meson mean-field potential Vr
q is
zero in symmetric nuclear matter. Then, within the approxi-
mation that the mean-field potentials are independent of mo-
mentum, the four-momentum of the hadron is modified by
ph
m5(Ap21mh*21Uvh ,p), which modifies not only the kine-
matical factors such as the flux and the phase space, but also
modifies the reaction amplitudes. Obviously, the reaction
thresholds are modified in nuclear matter and now depend on
the baryon density.
Figure 1 shows the total (Utot) nucleon and L-hyperon
potentials at zero momenta as function of the baryon density,
in units of the saturation density of nuclear matter r0
50.15 fm23. Let us recall that at momentum p50,
Utot5Us1Uv , ~12!
and the total potential for the S hyperon is almost equal to
that for the L hyperon.
Figure 1 indicates that both nucleon and hyperon poten-
tials approach minima around normal nuclear matter density,
FIG. 1. Total potential Utot for nucleon and L hyperon shown
as a function of the baryon density rB in units of the nuclear matter
saturation density, r050.15 fm23.4-2
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nuclear matter is minimized. Figure 2 shows the density de-
pendence of the total K and K*-meson potentials at zero
momenta. The total kaon potential is repulsive as explained
before, and depends substantially on the baryon density. The
K*-meson total potential is attractive at baryon densities be-
low .2.7r0.
Now, we will discuss the in-medium modification of the
resonance masses. At present it seems that there is no reli-
able estimate for the in-medium modification of masses for
the higher mass baryon resonances. In view of its numerous
successful applications elsewhere, we base our estimate on
the QMC model @34,35#.
We assume that the light quarks in the baryon resonances
are responsible for the mass modification in nuclear medium,
as in the QMC model @34,35#. However, there is a possibility
that the excited state light quarks may couple differently to
the scalar s field from those in the ground states, although
we expect the difference is small. Thus we estimate the range
for the in-medium baryon resonance masses by the following
two extreme cases, i.e., ~i! all light quarks including those in
the excited states play the same role for the mass modifica-
tion as those in the ground states, ~ii! only the ground state
light quarks play the role. These two cases are expected to
give the maximum and minimum limits for the mass modi-
fications of the baryon resonances. Specifically, the range for
the effective masses of the baryon resonance in medium is










FIG. 2. Total potential Utot for K1 and K*(892)1 mesons plot-
ted as a function of the baryon density rB in units of saturation








with dmN*5mN2mN* . ~17!
These in-medium resonance masses may be expected to
modify the resonance propagators in the reaction amplitudes.
To avoid introducing extra unknown parameters in this ini-
tial study, we approximate the in-medium resonance widths
appearing in the propagator by the free space ones. From
Eqs. ~13!–~17! we will show results for the cross section
calculated using the lower limit for the resonance masses.
However, we have also performed the calculation using the
upper limit for the resonance masses, and confirmed that our
conclusion remains the same.
III. RESONANCE MODEL
We explain in this section the resonance model @40–
43,45–47#, which could describe the energy dependence of
the total cross sections, pN→YK , quite well, and has been
used widely in kaon production simulation codes @12–
14,22,37,48#. We extend the model by including medium
modification of the hadron properties, not only in the kine-
matic factors such as the flux and the phase space, but also in
the reaction amplitudes.
We consider kaon and hyperon production processes in
pN collisions shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Because different
intermediate states and final states contribute to the pN
→LK and pN→SK reactions, the in-medium modification
of the reaction amplitudes is also expected to be different, as
will indeed be shown later.
In Table I we summarize the data for the resonances
which are included in the model.
The effective Lagrangian densities used for evaluating the
processes shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are
FIG. 3. K and L production processes.4-3
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LpNN(1650)52gpNN(1650)@N¯ ~1650!tWNpW 1N¯ tWN~1650!pW # ,
~19!
LpNN(1710)52igpNN(1710)@N¯ ~1710!g5tWNpW





1N¯ tWNm~1720!]mpW # , ~21!




1N¯ IW†Dm~1920!]mpW # , ~22!
LKLN(1650)52gKLN(1650)@N¯ ~1650!LK1K¯ L¯ N~1650!# ,
~23!
LKLN(1710)52igKLN(1710)@N¯ ~1710!g5LK





1~]mK¯ !L¯ Nm~1720!# , ~25!
LKSN(1710)52igKSN(1710)@N¯ ~1710!g5tWSW K












W¯ IW†Dm~1920!# , ~28!
LK*(892)Kp5igK*(892)Kp@K¯ tWKm*~892!]mfW
2~]mK¯ !tWKm*~892!fW #1H.c., ~29!TABLE I. Resonances included in the model. Confidence levels of the resonances are N(1650)****,
N(1710)***, N(1720)****, and D(1920)*** @44#. Note that the D(1920) resonance is treated as an
effective resonance which effectively represents the contributions of six resonances, D(1900), D(1905),
D(1910), D(1920), D(1930), and D(1940). See Refs. @40,42# for this effective treatment of the D(1920).
Resonance Width Channel Branching ratio Used
N(1650)( 12 2) 150 Np 0.60 – 0.80 0.700
~MeV! LK 0.03 – 0.11 0.070
N(1710)( 12 1) 100 Np 0.10 – 0.20 0.150
~MeV! LK 0.05 – 0.25 0.150
SK 0.02 – 0.10 0.060
N(1720)( 32 1) 150 Np 0.10 – 0.20 0.150
~MeV! LK 0.03 – 0.10 0.065
SK 0.02 – 0.05 0.035
D(1920)( 32 1) 200 Np 0.05 – 0.20 0.125
~MeV! SK 0.01 – 0.03 0.020
K*(892)(12) 50 Kp ; 1.00 1.00
~MeV!4-4
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~30!
LK*(892)SN52gK*(892)SN@N¯ gmtWSW Km*~892!1H.c.# .
~31!
In the above, the operators IW and KW are defined by
IWMm[ (
l561,0
S 1l 12 mu 32 M D eˆ l* , ~32!
KW M M8[ (l561,0 S 1l 32 M 8u 32 M D eˆ l* , ~33!
with M, m , and M 8 being the third components of the isospin
projections, and tW the Pauli matrices. N ,N(1710),N(1720),
and D(1920) stand for the fields of the nucleon and the cor-
responding baryon resonances. They are expressed by N¯
5(p¯ ,n¯ ), similarly for the nucleon resonances, and D¯ (1920)
5@D¯ (1920)11,D¯ (1920)1,D¯ (1920)0,D¯ (1920)2# in isospin
space. The physical representations of the kaon field are,
KT5(K1,K0) and K¯ 5(K2,K¯ 0), respectively, and similarly
for the K*(892), where the superscript T means the transpo-
sition operation. They are defined as annihilating ~creating!
the physical particle ~antiparticle! states. For the propagators



















where m and G f ull stand for the mass and full decay width of
the corresponding resonances. For the form factors, F(qW ) (qW
is the momentum of meson, p or K), appearing in the
meson-baryon-~baryon resonance! vertices, we use
F~qW !5S L2
L21qW 2D . ~37!
For the K*(892)-K-p vertex we adopt the form factor of
Ref. @39#:06490FK*(892)KpS U12 ~pW K2pW p!U D
5CU12 ~pW K2pW p!UexpS 2bU12 ~pW K2pW p!U
2D .
~38!
In the calculation, the form factors of Eqs. ~37! and ~38!
are multiplied by the corresponding coupling constants.
The parameters of the model, namely the form factors in
the interaction vertices and the coupling constants, were
fixed by available experimental data on the different p1N
→Y1K reaction channels. Furthermore, the same param-
eters which were determined by the p1N→Y1K reactions
were used in the calculations of strangeness production in
baryon-baryon collisions, and they also reproduced the avail-
able data reasonably well @45–47#. In Table II we list all
values for the coupling constants, cutoffs, C and b param-
eters relevant for the present study.
Since the strength of the LK and SK coupling to the
various baryonic resonances are different ~see Table I!, the
dynamics of L and S production are also different. This can
be understood as follows.
The amplitude of the resonance propagator in the reaction
amplitude, pN→YK , becomes maximal when the invariant
collision energy crosses the mass of the resonance. Further-
more, the cross section s(pN→YK) is proportional to
(qY)2l11 near threshold ~with l and qY5uqW Y u the orbital an-
gular momentum and momentum of the YK pair in the center
of mass system!. In seeking to understand the difference in
the behavior of s(pN→LK) and s(pN→SK) it is impor-
tant to note that the former receives a large contribution from
the s-wave N(1650) ~with l50), while the latter is domi-
nated by p-wave resonances ~with l51). The subtle inter-
TABLE II. Values for coupling constants, cutoffs, C and b pa-
rameters used in the present study. For details about the coupling
constants relevant for D(1920), gpND(1920), and gKSD(1920) , see
Refs. @40,42#.














K*(892)Kp 5.4831022 C52.72 fm
b58.8831023 fm24-5
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ated with threshold variations and the change in resonance
amplitudes associated with varying resonance masses is re-
sponsible for the different behavior of s(pN→LK) and
s(pN→SK).
The total free mass of the SK system, mS1mK , is very
close to the mass of the P11(1710) resonance, i.e., M P11
2mS2mK.27 MeV, which dictates its substantial role in
S hyperon production @47#. The situation is different for
the LK system, since the nearest baryonic resonance is
S11(1650) and M S112mL2mK.41 MeV. Furthermore, be-
cause S11(1650) and P11(1710) have different couplings to
the final states, LK ~relative s wave! and SK ~relative p
wave!, respectively, the change in the vertices, S11(1650)LK
and P11(1710)SK due to the momentum modified in me-
dium are also different. Furthermore, when threshold
changes as the baryon desnsity varies, the change in the
strength of the contributions from the S11(1650) to the pN
→LK reaction and that of the P33(1920) to the pN→SK
reaction should be different as a function of baryonic den-
sity. Thus, combining these effects for the pN→LK and
pN→SK reactions, we can see that the energy dependence
of the cross sections in a nuclear medium can be significantly
modified.
IV. THE p¿N\Y¿K¿ REACTION THRESHOLD IN
NUCLEAR MATTER
The dispersion relation in nuclear matter relating the total
energy E and the momentum p of the particle is written as
E5Ap21~m1Us!21Uv , ~39!
where m is the bare mass and Us , Uv denote the scalar and
vector parts of the potential in nuclear matter. The threshold
Asth for the reaction p1N→Y1K1 is given as the sum of
the total energies of the final K1 meson and Y hyperon,





where now the upper indices denote kaons and hyperons.
The solid lines in Fig. 5 show the K1L and K1S reaction
thresholds Asth as a function of the baryon density. Obvi-
ously, in free space the scalar and vector potential vanish and
the reaction threshold equals to the sum of the bare masses of
the produced particles, which is shown by the dashed lines in
Fig. 5 for the K1L and K1S final states.
It is important, that while the K1-meson energy at zero
momentum increases with the baryon density ~see Fig. 2!,
because of the negative L and S potentials the reaction
threshold in nuclear matter at rB,1.4r0 is shifted below that
in free space.
The maximal downward shift of the reaction threshold in
nuclear matter occurs at baryon densities around rB.0.6r0.
This value is the result of competition between the simple,
linear dependence on density of the vector potentials and the
more complicated, nonlinear behavior of the scalar poten-
tials. ~A similar competition leads to the saturation of the06490binding energy of normal nuclear matter in the QMC model.!
Furthermore, the maximum of the downward shift of the p
1N→Y1K1 reaction threshold amounts to roughly 30
MeV. We also found that at baryon densities rB.0.2 fm23
the strangeness production threshold in pN collisions is
higher than the free space case.
V. THE p¿N\L¿K REACTION IN NUCLEAR MATTER
Now we apply the resonance model to calculate the in-
medium amplitudes. We keep the coupling constant as well
as the form factors at the values found in free space. While
this assumption certainly cannot be completely correct in
nuclear matter, there are no presently established ways to
improve this part of our calculation. In principle, since we
started from the reaction amplitude itself, it is possible to
include in-medium modifications of the coupling constants
as well as the form factors when reliable calculations of the
changes of these quantities in nuclear matter become avail-
able. In the following calculations we include the vector and
scalar potentials for the interacting ~initial! nucleons and fi-
nal kaons and hyperons, as well as for the intermediate bary-
onic resonances and K* meson.
Figure 6 shows our results for the differential cross sec-
tion for the reaction p21p→L1K0 at the invariant colli-
sion energy As51683 MeV. It is calculated both in free
space ~the solid line! and in nuclear matter, at baryon density
rB5r0 ~the dashed line! and rB52r0 ~the dotted line!. For
comparison, we also show in Fig. 6 the experimental data
collected in free space @49,50#. The important finding is that
not only the absolute magnitude, but also the shape ~the de-
pendence on the cos u) of the p21p→L1K0 differential
cross section, depends on the baryon density.
One of the simplest ways to construct the in-medium re-
action cross section is to take into account only the in-
medium modification of the flux and phase space factors
while leaving amplitude in matter the same as that in free
FIG. 5. The threshold energy Asth for K1L and K1S produc-
tion given by their total in-medium energy at zero momentum, as a
function of the baryon density rB in units of saturation density of
nuclear matter, r050.15 fm23. The solid lines indicate our results,
while the dashed lines show the threshold in free space.4-6
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light on the problem of how the reaction amplitude itself is
modified in nuclear matter, we show in Fig. 7 the dimension-
less reaction amplitudes squared for the p21p→L1K0 re-
action, calculated at As51.7 GeV and 1.9 GeV, in free
space ~the solid lines!, rB5r0 ~the dashed lines! and rB
52r0 ~the dotted lines!. Our calculation clearly indicates
that the p21p→L1K0 reaction amplitude in nuclear mat-
ter differs substantially from that in free space at these ener-
gies, and that the amplitudes depend on the baryon density.
Finally, the energy dependence of the total p21p→L
FIG. 6. The p21p→L1K0 differential cross section at invari-
ant collision energy As51683 MeV as a function of the cosine of
the kaon emission angle in the center-of-mass system. The experi-
mental data are from Ref. @49# ~the squares! and from Ref. @50# ~the
circles!. The lines show our calculations in free space ~solid! and in
nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0 ~dashed! and rB52r0
~dotted!, with r050.15 fm23.
FIG. 7. The ~dimensionless! invariant amplitude squared for the
p21p→L1K0 reaction, as a function of cos u ~the K1-meson
emission angle in the center-of-mass system!, calculated for the
invariant collision energies As51.7 GeV ~upper! and 1.9 GeV
~lower!. The lines show the result for free space ~solid! and for
nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0 ~dashed! and rB52r0
~dotted!.064901K0 cross section is shown in Fig. 8, as a function of the
invariant collision energy, As . The experimental data in free
space are taken from Ref. @52#. The calculations for free
space are in reasonable agreement with the data, as shown by
the solid line. The dashed line in Fig. 8 shows the results
obtained for nuclear matter at rB5r0, while the dotted line
is the calculation at rB52r0.
Clearly the total p21p→L1K0 reaction cross section
depends substantially on the baryon density. Furthermore, as
already discussed in Sec. III, the reaction threshold at baryon
density rB5r0 is shifted downward as compared to that in
free space, while at rB52r0 it is shifted upwards.
Obviously, heavy ion collisions probe a range of baryon
densities from rB50 up to several times normal nuclear
matter density, r0. The calculation of the time and spatial
dependence of the baryon density distribution is a vital as-
pect of dynamical heavy ion simulations. However, a first
estimate of the density averaged total p21p→L1K0 cross
section can be gained from Fig. 8. Of course, the data is only
available in free space and should only be directly compared
with the solid curve. Nevertheless, it is suggestive for the
problem of in-medium production to note that a crude aver-
age of the in-medium cross sections over the range 0,rB
,2r0 would be quite close to the free space cross section at
energies around the free space threshold. This seems to pro-
vide a reasonable explanation of why the heavy ion calcula-
tions including @15,21,22# the p1p→L1K cross section in
free space, that is without a repulsive kaon potential, can
reproduce the data @16–20#. More quantitative calculation
and discussion of this effect will be given in Sec. VI.
VI. THE p¿N\S¿K REACTION IN NUCLEAR MATTER
The p1N→S1K reaction involves different dynamics
in comparison with the p1p→L1K reaction, because the
FIG. 8. Energy dependence of the total cross section, p21p
→L1K0, as a function of the invariant collision energy As calcu-
lated for different baryon densities. The data in free space are taken
from Ref. @52#. The lines indicate our results for free space ~solid!
and for nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0 ~dashed! and rB
52r0 ~dotted!. ~Only the solid curve should be compared directly
with the data.!4-7
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nances. For instance, although the N(1650) resonance
couples to LN channel, it does not couple to the SN state.
Moreover, the D(1920) resonance couples to SN channel,
but does not couple to the LN channel in our model. For this
reason, the dependence on the baryon density of the reaction
in nuclear matter, p1N→S1K , is quite different from that
of the p1N→L1K .
In Fig. 9 we show the energy dependence of the total
cross section, p11p→S11K1, as a function of the invari-
ant collision energy As . The experimental data in free space
are taken from Ref. @52#. The free space data are well repro-
duced by the calculations in free space, as shown in Fig. 9 by
the solid line. The dashed line indicates the results obtained
for nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0, while the dotted
line shows the result at rB52r0.
Again, as already discussed in Sec. III, the density depen-
dence of the hadron masses and the vector potentials leads to
a shift of the reaction thresholds in nuclear matter. Because
of the density dependence of the S-hyperon potential, the
threshold at normal nuclear matter density (rB5r0) is
shifted downwards compared with that in free space. At rB
52r0 the SK reaction threshold is shifted upwards relative
to the threshold in free space. Moreover, the magnitude of
the p11p→S11K1 cross section depends much more
strongly on the density than the p21p→L1K0 reaction.
Figures 10 and 11 show the energy dependence of the
total cross sections for the p21p→S01K0 and p21p
→S21K1 reactions, respectively. The data in free space
@52# are well reproduced with the calculations in free space,
which are indicated by the solid lines. The cross sections
calculated for the nuclear matter, except for p21p→S0
1K0 at rB52r0, are substantially enhanced in comparison
FIG. 9. Energy dependence of the total cross section, p11p
→S11K1, as a function of the invariant collision energy As cal-
culated for different baryon densities. The data in free space are
taken from Ref. @52#. The lines indicate our calculations for free
space ~solid! and for nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0
~dashed! and rB52r0 ~dotted!.06490with those in free space, at energies above near the in-
medium reaction thresholds.
VII. IMPACT ON HEAVY ION STUDIES
It is expected that in relativistic heavy ion collisions at
SIS energies nuclear matter can be compressed up to bary-
onic densities of order rB.3r0 @21#. The baryon density rB
available in heavy ion collisions evolves with the interaction
time t and is given by the dynamics of the heavy ion colli-
FIG. 10. Energy dependence of the total cross section, p21p
→S01K0, as a function of the invariant collision energy As cal-
culated for different baryon densities. The data in free space are
taken from Ref. @52#. The lines indicate our calculations for free
space ~solid! and for nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0
~dashed! and rB52r0 ~dotted!.
FIG. 11. Energy dependence of the total cross section, p21p
→S21K1, as a function of the invariant collision energy As cal-
culated for different baryon densities. The data in free space are
taken from Ref. @52#. The lines indicate our calculations for free
space ~solid! and for nuclear matter at baryon density rB5r0
~dashed! and rB52r0 ~dotted!.4-8
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collision. In the following estimates we investigate the den-
sity dependence of the production cross section for central
central heavy ion collisions. However, it should be remem-
bered that at the edges, where most particles are expected to
be located, the density dependence of the strangeness pro-
duction mechanism is not strong compared to that of the
central zone of the collision.
To calculate the K1-meson production cross section av-
eraged over the available density distribution we adopt the
density profile function obtained by dynamical simulations
@53# for Au1Au collisions at 2A GeV and at impact param-
eter b50. This can be parametrized as
rB~ t !5rmax expS @ t2 t¯#2
Dt2
D , ~41!
where the parameters, rmax53r0 , t¯513 fm, and Dt
56.7 fm, were fitted to the heavy ion calculations @53#.
The total cross section for the p21p→L1K0 reaction
integrated over the time range 5<t<23 fm and weighted by
the time dependent density profile given in Eq. ~41!, is
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 12. The limits of the t
integration were taken from the simulations of the Au1Au
collision time evolution in Ref. @53#. The circles and solid
line in Fig. 12 show the experimental data in free space @52#
and the calculations in free space, respectively.
One can see that the total cross section averaged over the
collision time ~time dependent density profile! for the p2
1p→L1K0 reaction is quite close to the result given in
free space integrated up to at energies above the production
threshold, up to As.1.7 GeV. That the results shown in Fig.
12 actually explain why the heavy ion calculations with the
FIG. 12. Energy dependence of the total cross section, p21p
→L1K0, as a function of the invariant collision energy As . The
data in free space are taken from Ref. @52#. The solid line indicates
our calculation for free space. The dashed line shows the cross
section calculated by averaging over the density function profile
@53# given by the time evolution obtained for Au1Au collisions at
2A GeV @see Eq. ~41!#.06490free space kaon production cross section might quite reason-
ably reproduce the experimental data, will be discussed more
quantitatively below.
As a matter of fact, the total cross section averaged over
the time dependent density profile, shown by the dashed line
in Fig. 12, should additionally be averaged over the invariant
collision energy distribution available in heavy ion reactions.
The number of meson-baryon collisions NmB for the central
Au1Au collisions at 2A GeV is given in Ref. @54# as a
function of the invariant collision energy As . It can be pa-




@DAs#2 D , ~42!
where the normalization factor N0563104 GeV21, while
As051 GeV and DAs50.63 GeV. Note that at SIS energies
NmB is almost entirely given by the pion-nucleon interac-
tions, and heavy meson and baryon collisions contribute only
to the high energy tail of the distribution in Eq. ~42!—with
quite small densities @54#. Finally, if we also average the
calculated, in-medium, total cross section for p21p→L
1K0, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 12, over the available
energy distribution given in Eq. ~42!, we obtain an average
total kaon production cross section of ^K&565 mb for cen-
tral Au1Au collisions at 2A GeV. This result is indeed com-
patible with the calculations using the free space total cross
section of the p21p→L1K0 reaction, which provide an
average total kaon production cross section of ^K&571 mb
for central Au1Au collisions at 2A GeV. Note that the in-
clusion of even a slight modification of the K1 mass because
of the nuclear medium ~without the corresponding changes
introduced here! leads to a substantial reduction of the inclu-
sive K1 spectra ~by as much as a factor of 2 or 3!, compared
to that calculated using the free space properties for the rel-
evant hadrons @14#.
We stress that at SIS energies reaction channels with a S
hyperon in the final state play a minor role, because of the
upper limit of the energy available in the collisions. As was
illustrated by Fig. 5, the downwardly shifted p1N→S1K
reaction threshold at small densities is still quite high com-
pared to that for the reaction with the L hyperon in the final
state.
VIII. SUMMARY
We have calculated the in-medium modification of kaon
production in pion-nucleon collisions in nuclear matter using
the resonance model developed in Refs. @40–43#. To evalu-
ate the in-medium K-meson production for the reaction chan-
nels with L and S hyperons in the final, states, the density
dependent potentials for the initial, final and intermediate
mesons and baryons ~resonances! were introduced to the
resonance model amplitudes. The vector and scalar poten-
tials were calculated within the quark-meson coupling model
@7,23,26–35#. The p1N→L1K and p1N→S1K cross
sections were calculated for different baryon densities of the
nuclear matter. We found that not only are the initial flux and
the final phase space of the reactions modified in baryonic4-9
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fied.
It was shown, that the total p1N→L1K and p1N
→S1K cross sections depend substantially on the baryonic
density. Furthermore, the reaction thresholds and the abso-
lute magnitudes as well as the dependence of the production
cross section on the invariant collision energy As all vary
strongly with the density of the nuclear matter.
To evaluate the impact of our microscopic calculations on
the heavy ion results, we averaged the kaon production cross
section over the baryon density profile, which depends on the
evolution time of the heavy ion collision. Furthermore, in
order to compare with the experimental data more quantita-
tively, we calculated the effective total kaon production cross
section by averaging over the invariant collision energy dis-
tributions available in heavy ion reactions. We found that at
low collision energies, the density or time averaged
K1-meson production total cross section, calculated using
the in-medium properties for the K1 meson, hyperons and
relevant hadrons, is very close to that calculated using the
total cross section given in free space.
Thus our results provide an explanation of why the analy-
ses @13,15,21,22# of available data on K1 production from064904heavy ion collisions at SIS energies @18–21# for the K1
spectra can be reasonably described when one neglects any
in-medium modification of the kaon and hadronic proper-
ties—i.e., adopting the K1-meson production cross section
given in free space.
In conclusion, our present study shows that if one ac-
counts for the in-medium modification of the production am-
plitude ~i.e., the in-medium properties of the K1 meson and
hadrons! correctly, it is possible to understand K1 produc-
tion data in heavy ion collisions at SIS energies, even if the
K1 meson feels the theoretically expected, repulsive mean-
field potential. The apparent failure to explain the K1 pro-
duction data if one includes the purely kinematic effects of
the in-medium modification of the K1 meson and hadrons
appears to be a consequence of the omission of these effects
on the reaction amplitudes.
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